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Forum Leaders. John Deere L mower: electric clutch issues. Thread Tools. Good Morning, I
appreciate all the info on the forum, it has helped me diagnose and correct several issues,
however, I am facing a puzzler and hoping you have some advice to narrow the issue. My clutch
issue just started last night. I had previously replaced the connector that attached to the clutch
assembly as it had broken free. This worked great for several mows and was working great last
night until I disengaged the blades and shut down the tractor to move some debris several feet
in front of tractor, did not cause issue , after starting back up, I engaged the PTO switch and the
blades turned on as expected but after about 5 seconds they stopped. I initially thought the wire
came loose again, but after checking and taking them off, cleaning them and putting them back
on, still no joy. The odd thing is, while the mower is running, and the PTO switch is on just
sitting idle the blades will engage randomly for a few seconds and then disengage again PTO
switch is still on. I feel like something is loose and making a connection through the vibrations,
but not sure where to start? View Public Profile. Find all posts by woowee. Rough Rooster.
Received 6 Votes on 6 Posts. Check the PTO switch. They also fail. Find all posts by Rough
Rooster. Received 50 Votes on 45 Posts. Sounds like the connection may be loose or the wires
going into the clutch coil might be broken. It happens pretty often, right where the wire comes

out of the clutch and makes the bend. Visit cheese's homepage! Find all posts by cheese.
Thanks for the replies. I was able to check the PTO switch with a volt-meter attaching the meter
to the wires that plug into the clutch and it read So good on the switch. Word of caution for
others, leaving the PTO engaged key in the on position, but not running with the volt-meter
connected to the clutch wires, I blew the amp fuse after a few seconds. Luckily had a couple
spares. I took the clutch assembly off the tractor so I could test engagement without the mower
running and visually see if it was engaging. With the clutch plugged in and resting near the foot
pedal I turned the key to the on position and engaged the PTO switch, at first nothing happened
and then I bumped the wires and it engaged then disengaged quickly. Jiggling the wire while the
switch was on the wires going into the clutch would cause it to engage, and holding it in a
certain direction with pressure also caused it to work without issue. Based on all this, I feel like
one of the connections inside the plastic junction on top of the clutch itself is loose "inside" the
clutch. I attempted to jerry-rig it and finish the mow about an acre shy of a cut lawn right now ,
but again, it wouldn't stay for more than a few seconds before cutting out. Like the trans-axle, I
don't think the clutch is a serviceable part, though I would be very happy if I was wrong. I may
be looking at the cost of a new clutch and wiring harness but any other suggestions or
confirmations would be appreciated before I take that hit. It's broken right where I described. If
you pull the wires, one will have a "stretch" to it. That's the one that broke. Cut it at the
stretching spot might be right at the clutch itself and find exposed wire. Sometimes the wire is
broken flush with the resin at the clutch. In that case, take a dremel tool and grind out a bit of
the resin to gain access to enough wire that you can solder a new wire to it. Once the new wire
is on, I like to pack some JBweld around it and over the bare solder to help keep it from
breaking there again. You called it cheese, right on the money!! The male spade connector see
pictures in the resin housing on the clutch had come loose from it's connecting wire. This joint
appears to be crimped, not soldered. I was able to grind down around the wire and expose
enough wire to solder a new connecting wire. I didn't have high hopes for the fix based on my
abilities and the assumption there would only be tiny strand wires inside the resin , but the new
connection is solid and in preliminary tests it worked like a dream. I am waiting for the
PlasticWeld JB to cure before re-attaching the clutch for use. Thank you Cheese and RR for the
responses, great advice! Looks like a good fix. I assumed you had a connector and wires
coming out of the clutch like many do, not the connector mounted on the clutch, but the
symptoms and solutions are the same. Glad I could help. Simplicity mower blades engage
sporadically. Hi Everyone, I have a Simplicity riding mower rear engine. It is one of th Cub Cadet
PTO clutch will not disengage. This mower has become one problem after another. Now the
Electric PTO is o I have a John Deere F mower. I purchased it used in with a dealer r Craftsman
GT Dies while mowing. The 30A fuse blows while mowing. This is a 6 speed Kohler 23hp V-Twin.
Mower M Insight for eliminating snow from long drveway from big snows! Oil Light. Any Tips for
Identifying Circuits and their breakers? Load balancing a main panel? Aprilaire A installation.
Running power to shed from garage. Frameless shower door loose at top. Whole house
generator, general questions. DIY install. Jeff Mish on Apr 23, To be specific, I am trying to
verify which is the 1 cylinder. Any help would be greatly appreciated! Craftsman rear tine tiller
won't start. Sandi Spence on Apr 23, My tiller model It sat for about 3yrs, with fuel. I drained the
fuel, took off the carburetor bowl and cleaned it out the bowl and nothing else , changed out
some oil and filled it, changed the spark plug-still didn't start. Tested if we had spark by taking
the plug out of the chamber, and trying to start, no spark. Friend said to make sure the flywheel
was free of rust. I got to the flywheel and yes it was covered in rust, so I lightly sanded it and the
contacts. The broken spot with the shiny metal plate had no rust. I put it all back together and
still no spark! I have no problem doing the work, I just don't know what to do. I don't want to
order parts, willy-nilly, just to trouble shoot. I've already learned so much from previous posts!
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Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Amazon's
Choice for john deere l pto clutch. FREE Shipping. Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Need help?
Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
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Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Xtreme builds clutches with a proprietary composite coil that lowers the heat level.
Xtreme PTO clutches run at approximately degrees Fahrenheit -- a big reduction to the degree
temperature produced by typical clutches. The bottom line benefit is that cooler running
clutches last longer. At Xtreme, we don't believe in building the cheapest PTO clutch possible.
Xtreme upgrades materials and craftsmanship to make its clutches work better and last longer.
These extra features deliver a longer lasting clutch that cuts a more beautifully manicured lawn.
Take a closer look at the features you'll get with an Xtreme PTO clutch. PTO clutch bearings go
through punishing treatment with heat, vibration and high operating speeds. It takes a tough
bearing to withstand all of that. Xtreme uses a highly engineered bearing with a proprietary
blend of high temperature grease and harder races to deliver a longer service life. The high
temperature grease is rated to deliver more than double the protection of what's required.
Xtreme upgrades the pulleys on its PTO clutches. Billet pulleys are used on performance
applications like NASCAR engines because they don't spread under load liked formed pulleys
do. When a formed pulley "spreads," the belt sinks deeper into the groove and slows down.
That also causes the speed of your blades to slow down, which affects the cut of turf grass.
Faster blade speeds deliver a cleaner cut of grass. With Xtreme pulleys, you'll experience
stronger, quieter and smoother operation with more stable and faster blade speeds. Xtreme PTO
clutches are made with the finest craftsmanship and materials down to the smallest details. The
rivets may seem like a minor thing, but they truly are not. Xtreme cuts no corners and uses
stainless steel for its brake rivets, which are much stronger than aluminum and copper ones
used on some other clutches. The strength of the rivets maintains the integrity of the clutch and
is an important factor in safer operation. Xtreme uses a "watertight" connection with three
layers of protection at the clutch body. Some other PTO clutches try to get by with a flimsy
plastic connector that can leave exposed wires. Xtreme goes the extra mile in protecting the
connection because of the tough environment where PTO clutches are used. Heat, water, sticks,
rocks, tree stumps, and curbs won't pose as much risk to the Xtreme Triple Protected Wire
System. XMCI also states "OEM Upgrade" or "Warner Upgrade" only refers to the billet pulley,
the use of stainless steel braking rivets, replaceable pulley bearing, Xtreme wire protection
system, and Cool coil technology, most of which are unique to the Xtreme Mower Clutch
product line. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 8. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Most claims approved within minutes. We will
send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered product. In some cases,
we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:.
Brand: Xtreme Outdoor Power Equipment. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Ships from and sold by PPowerSales. Sold by Chickendoodles and ships from
Amazon Fulfillment. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought
this item also bought. Stens Throttle Control Cable. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product Description. Lower the heat with Cool Coil Technology Xtreme builds clutches with a
proprietary composite coil that lowers the heat level. Until You Take a Closer Look! High
performance bearings with high temperature grease Precision machined billet pulleys Stainless
steel bands for exceptional strength High durability stainless steel rivets Impact resistant,
watertight wire harnesses. Precision Engineered Bearings with High Temperature Grease PTO
clutch bearings go through punishing treatment with heat, vibration and high operating speeds.
Integrated Watertight Connectors Xtreme uses a "watertight" connection with three layers of
protection at the clutch body. Compare with similar items. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Excellent service, part fit as advertise great
shipping. I had the L John Deere with two black wires coming from the back off the mower, what
you need to do is make sure you leave these wires long enough to go to the one black wire of

the new clutch cut both wire and use a covered female spade connector for a 12 gauge wire, put
both the wires you just cut together into the one female spade and crimp it. You can use the
male for the one wire coming from the clutch. Repeat this for the white wire does not matter
which wire you connect to on the new clutch. Going on two months and running great. Prompt
shipment, good value as original PTO was 3x more. Instructions don't touch-upon the PTO
you're taking-out, which can be a bear You have to remove the Idler Pully which they don't tell
you from the original, or purchase separately,.. I initially requested a return as I thought they
sold me the wrong PTO. After reviewing the JD Website, I found the two 2 were supposed to
separate mine didn't , hence back to the torch to allow me to separate. The Black-bracket they
include is to prevent the PTO from spinning, mine was still good hence I retained it as a spare. If
you've read through this, I'll reiterate, I'd buy again, I'd recommend! One person found this
helpful. This item is made as well if not better than the OEM in my opinion. The instructions are
clear and concise along with excellent videos on their website. I am very thankful for the
warning sticker that tells you to make sure you are getting the correct voltage at the connector.
When testing mine, my voltage was low. A little troubleshooting they have a video for this as
well determined I had a faulty voltage regulator. I ordered one and installed it before using the
clutch. Everything works like a champ. This is a strong clutch! Thank you Xtreme for an
excellent product as well as superior customer support via your website! Good quality.
Company spends time to make sure every detail; down to the zip ties for the electrical. Very
impressed with packaging and build quality. Note: does not include top drive pulley. You will
have to use your old one. This includes everything you need to replace a thrown clutch. I
burned through a couple of PTO switches before I got around to replacing this. The swap was
pretty easy. Just needed to use the impact to take the bolt out of the crank. I couldn't get it with
the ratchet; couldn't hold the crank still enough. I didn't realize this came with the bracket that
holds the clutch steady. The old one was really worn through, it was almost gone. The new
product has been great through a few mows. Highly recommended. Took this mower to a John
Deere dealer and was told we needed the electric clutch. We decided it was too expensive to
have The dealer replace it so ordered this part. The instructions included in this part said to
inspect the wiring harness as it is many times the problem. My husband looked at the wires and
found a broken one. We repaired the wire and the mower works like a charm with the old clutch.
I decided to keep the new clutch in case ours does ever truly quit as it is significantly less than
what the dealer part is. I am very happy for the very detailed instructions! This was an exact
replacement on a John Deere mower. On-line advise to replace the switch was right on target.
When the old clutch failed and shorted out, it killed the PTO Switch as well. The clutch failed
and melted the plastic to the clutch disk so when it cooled, it acted like the motor was locked
up. This worked and was easily installed, but the pulley had a very smooth finish that tended to
cause the belt to slip if the grass was wet at all. It does not like wet grass at all which may be an
issue in the spring. The plastic bushing on the bracket to keep the PTO from spinni
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ng wore out in less than 2 hours, but my grass was wet and it was having trouble. See all
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